
Minutes of Ipswich VASP Monthly Meeting 4th April 2013  
Attendees:- Acting Chair – David Grimmer – Suffolk Libraries, Guenever Pachent – 
Governor NSFT,  Linda Brown – Julian Support, Julia Carr – Vasp Co-Ordinator, , Sallyanne 
Webb – Art on the Move, Ben Incles – NSFT Poppy Ward, Woodlands, Frank Clarke – 
Suffolk Mind, Lewis Jordan – NSFT Woodlands, Jason Rogers – NSFT Wellbeing, Angela 
Emmerson – PTSD Resolution & Ipswich Human Givens, Jill Coleman – Voiceability, Fiona 
Palmer – United Response, Tracy Priestly – Suffolk Befriending Service, Minutes - Cathie 
Lee   Apologies:- Louise Marks, Bim Templeman, Jane Chambers, Andy Cook, Paul 
Maguire 
 
The meeting began with everyone briefly introducing themselves, and a 
review of last month’s minutes. 
 
Agenda Items:-  

i) WMHD  
ii) PD  
iii) Benefits 
iv) DAAT 
v) Updates from SAW, Jill Coleman, TP, GP Julia Carr and FC 
 
1) World Mental Health Day 

Julia Carr advises group that SUF are co-ordinating events this year, and are now liaising 
with Jimmy’s Farm to see if they could house an event for WMHD this year. Julia 
emphasises that this may yet not come to fruition, but the plan is for an event highlighting 
synergy with the farming community (ie rurally isolated communities and healthy eating) 
SAW  also advises that the theatre group Red Rose Chain are also considering touring in 
October which could also tie in with WMHD. 
 

2) Personality Disorder 
Julia Carr recently attended SUF AGM where Knowledge & Understanding Framework 
(KUF) was discussed.  Julia suggests taster sessions in KUF could be offered to individual 
Vasps? 
SAW raises issue that there are only 2 DBT treatment counsellors and they are both based 
in Norfolk. She is concerned that referrals are restricted across locality so many people 
cannot access treatment. GP reassures SAW that plans are in place and GP has forwarded 
CL email details of the strategy as follows:- 

Hallo – as promised at Ipswich VASP, here is the link to the Trust’s February Board of 

Directors paper – Personality Disorder Strategy.  As I recall it was adopted with some 

minor amendments – tho I I may have misremembered re any amendments: 

 

http://www.nsft.nhs.uk/Global/About%20Us/Board%20of%20Directors'%20papers/201

3%20Feb%20BoD/Att%20H%20-

%20%20PD%20Strategy%2005%2002%2013%20Version%207.pdf 

 

All best wishes, Guenever 

Guenever Pachent 

Public Governor for Norfolk and Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust 

Email: guenever.pachent@btinternet.com 

https://twitter.com/guenever 

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/guenever-pachent/47/83a/9a8 
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3) Benefits 
DG to liaise with FIS to see if they can present to Vasp on benefit changes at future monthly 
meeting, and requests any examples / case histories please (these can be anonymous). 
Group discussion on implications of changes in ESA and complications in losing contribution 
based ESA 
DG has noticed that the Job Centre have been referring job-seekers to Ipswich library for 
assistance in completing job applications. DG is concerned that the library has neither the 
staff nor the required technology to support this, and has raised this issue with said Job 
Centre. 
 

4) Drug & Alcohol Treatment 
LB endorses group consensus that DAAT attendance at last month Vasp was a positive 
one, and that DAAT have confirmed they have cleared the outstanding backlog of referrals 
and changed to open access.  They are also looking to provide ongoing support and not just 
the initial treatment service. 
FP believes Graham Abbott is relatively new to post and has many fresh ideas so Vasp 
would benefit from a refresher from the team say in 3 months time. Action Point DG to 
invite. 
 

5) Update from Sallyanne Webb 
SAW, in her capacity as SUF Trustee, has been tasked with researching alternative names 
other than “service-user” due to the implication of the word “user”. SAW asks for 
feedback/ideas please on suitable alternatives. 
SAW also gives very positive feedback on recent service-user recovery day @ Dunston Hall. 
SAW advises that Peer Support Treatment was discussed on the day, but seeks clarity on 
what the Trust interpretation of what Peer Support Treatment is. She has raised this issue 
with the Trust, and will update group in due course. 
GP advises this treatment is covered under the launch of the Suffolk User Involvement but 
he launch has been regrettably delayed until 28th June this year. 
 

6) Update from Jill Coleman 
Jill advises that, as of 1st April, Voiceability have the contract to support people making 
formal complaints against the NHS (previously provided by “Power”). She advises that 
Voiceability are also funded to provide specific additional advocacy in certain areas (e.g. 
brain injury) and they are currently in early stages of taking these referrals and Jill will give 
further details next month. These are in addition to the services Voiceability already provide. 
 

7) Update from Tracy Priestly 
TP advises that the now have a new drop-in service @ Queen Victoria Halls, Felixstowe (in 
addition to Ipswich & Stowmarket). TP advises that these drop-ins are spread over the 
month so, in theory, someone could attend all 3 if they wished. 
 

8) Update from Guenever Pachent 
GP advises that the Gary Page (from Weatherinsett) was yesterday appointed new Chair of 
the Trust. GP advises that Gary is well-thought of in the service-user community, but also 
has the necessary commercial skills required for such a role. His start date is TBA. 
GP also asks about the Mental Health First Aid courses recently run by Mind and whether 
any are planned for the future as she would very much like to attend? 
 

9) Update from Julia Carr 
Julia is planning a fresh approach to the Vasp hub and group discussion on how best to 
structure in future. Julia is regrettably working without any budget for this though. General 
group consensus is as follows:- blog format probably best, replace email circulation of 
information, current & easily accessed & updated, notice board of future meeting dates 



together with minutes and terms of reference, events diary by date with direct link to 
respective Organisation website to ensure contact information kept current 
Group discussion on whether forum/chatroom useful tool in this case 
BI also suggests consideration given to those who don’t have daily access to a computer as 
is the case with many trust employees. 
Julia is considering an initial open information page with a log-in required for more detailed 
information 
DG has new web agent in the library & he will consult to see if the agent can assist us in any 
way 
BI also suggests Julia liaises with Trust IT Department, who have “Sharepoint” software 
which may help. 
Action Point All – Please feedback any ideas / suggestions to Julia  
 

10) Update from Frank Clarke 
FC advises that the Mind formal launch for Mental Health Well-Being Tool based on Qur’an 
is fully booked but people welcome to attend the informal session on the 19th April @ Coffee-
Link on The Waterfront (5 – 7pm) 
FC also has flyers on courses in self-esteem, confidence etc 
Mind & Ipswich Buddist Centre are running 27/4 Art of Beautiful Communication Workshop 
9.30 – 5pm. Fee £35. Contact steve@suffolk-coaching.com 
 

11) Update from David Grimmer 
DG advises that Suffolk Libraries have signed up for relaunch of  “Books on Prescription” 
which is nationwide service. There are 30 books (list circulated) which will be maintained & 
updated where new editions issued. The books are available as Ebooks and Eaudio too and 
these are available to children as well as adults.  DG is looking to Clinical Commissioning 
Groups to help promote so GP’s refer patients to the books as necessary. He also has other 
lists sign-posted from his web-site that have alternative approaches (most of prescribed list 
have CBT approach). 
DG currently seeking funding to promote (£3K required), so leaflets not yet available 
DG  also talks of Dementia Awareness week (19th – 25th May) which is being run by the 
Alzheimer’s Society. They are inviting people to sign up as Dementia Friends. This is a 
national event supported by libraries cross country 
 
AOB 
Angela Emmerson has received a personal letter and survey from David Cameron on 
benefit changes and asks group if anyone has received the same? 
 
 
Next Meeting 2nd May 10-12 @ Suffolk Family Carers - Home 
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